Genius
Fast and efficient colour matching.

Genius helps you
get a good grip on colour.
Genius takes electronic colour shade measuring to the next
level. Colour can now be measured quickly and efficienly,
directly from the car body.

If you want to measure
colour quickly, reliably
and efficiently, Genius
is a must.
Simply place the convenient
measuring device on the
car to gather the relevant
information quickly and
simply.

Genius system
Transport case
Genius calibration standards
Batteries
Storage box for the bodyshop
7 tips for perfect measuring results
CD manual
USB cable

With Genius, the colour will
be measured directly from
the cleaned car body, close
to the damaged area.
Genius reliably identifies
solid and effect colours.
The results returned by this
three-angle colorimeter
are very precise. Genius
stores the measured data
so that it can be directly
translated into ready-to-use
mixing formulations on a
PC with Standowin. This
way, the right colour can
be picked out from over
500.000 stored formulations
in different qualities.

Genius for a perfect match.
Genius features a menu system in your choice of
various languages. Combined with Standowin, you
can measure colours and variants in next to no time.

System requirements.
Minimum:
PC with 1,6 GHz
1GB RAM
4 GB space on hard disk
CD-ROM drive
Mouse
2 free serial ports
Windows XP, Windows 7

Genius is invaluable for
use with difficult colours
such as weathered paint,
unusual colours or extreme
variants. These colours can
be identified immediately
and the correct colour
formulation found in moments.
Faster formulations means
reduced job times.

Recommended:
PC with 1,6 GHz
2GB RAM
8 GB space on hard disk
CD-ROM drive
Mouse
2 free serial ports
Windows XP, Windows 7

The Genius is easy to
operate, making it simple
to integrate it into the
workflow in the bodyshop.
From the first day of use,
you can profit with Genius.

Ergonomic design.
“Form follows function”. You will always
have a good grip on your Genius.

Convenient accessory box.
The sturdy metal box protects all
accessories for the Genius from
spray mist and dust.

Always ready to use.
The Genius is powered by
commercially available batteries
(rechargeable or disposable).
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